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We show you the way

04:PYLONE



Puts you on the map

04:TOTEM


GLOBE profiles come in three sizes, 85,

Full column visibility is handled by the dibox in

Using two TOTEM CLAMS, with a diameter

135 and 180 mm and thorough research

combination with aluminium plates, which gives

of 60 or 90 mm, you can transform your

guarantees resistance to all kinds of weather.

a solid and impressive impression. As always,

Outdoor system to grant you extra visibility.

W

ith its wide and versatile range, Totem

The system can be used with aluminium

the whole range of profiles are in stock and

The Totem clams can be linked to one another

gives you visibility and communication

composite panels with single and double-

can be supplied in mill finish, anodised or in

using 2 to 6 mm plates that results in an

all in one. Built to resist the strongest winds

sided illuminated signs.

a power coated finish.

attractive, easy on the eye column.

Sophisticated flexibility

Heightening

04:TOTEM

and all kinds of weather, its static strength is
both imposing and impressive. Above all it

your message

remains an elegant tool to further promote your
company or identity.
Totem is in fact made up of the Globe, Totem
and Pylone attributes, all made with a view to
enhancing your visibility.

180 mm

135 mm

85 mm

RANGE
 GLOBE
 TOTEM CLAM
 PYLONE

PYLONE’s single profiles in the shape of
180 mm

airplane wings range from 180 through 270
to 400 mm and have the benefit of there being
no assembly required. They can be used both
indoors and outdoors. The beauty of Pylone

270 mm

is that it can be used both for signposting
as well as an advertising tool.
Top to bottom visibility

400 mm

